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Abstract: The paper deals with the research project adopting the e-learning methodologies for teaching in electrical and electronic measurement and instrumentation. The objective is to offer to the users the tool to achieve accurate and practical experience by working in real conditions and on real instruments. After the description of both the hardware and the software architecture of the Remote Didactic Laboratory, Laboratorio Didattico Remoto – LA.DI.RE. “G. Savastano”, the innovative solutions addressing the requirements of reality are examined and investigated. The core of the system is the Learning Management System (LMS) that provides didactic contents, enabling the account management, security protection, collaborative learning, student activity tracking, and feedback collection. LA.DI.RE. adds to the commercial LMS the innovative services dedicated to laboratory activities concerning the remote control of real instrumentation and the real-time visualization of instrument front panels during the execution of the experiment chosen by the user.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Talking about e-Learning means, most of all, talking about both of methodology and technology of the Internet-based distance learning paradigm.

The term e-Learning is known since a lot of time in both fields of life long learning and in academic research as determined, at first, by the Sorbonne declaration of May 25, 1998, that emphasized the creation of the European area of higher education as a key way to promote citizens' mobility and employability and the Continent's overall development [1].

The declaration of Bologna in June 19, 1999 aimed to create an European Higher Education Area by 2010, in which students could choose from a wide and transparent range of high quality courses and benefit from smooth recognition procedures. Moreover, the e-learning aimed to standardize the European higher education while respecting the fundamental principles of autonomy and diversity [2]. At least it follows the Lisbon Strategy that is heavily based on innovation as the motor for economic improvement, the "learning economy" and at the end the social and environmental renewal to empower European economic and social development [3].

The Italian University system, currently attends, from one side, to the confirmation of many academic e-Learning centre, from the other side to the confirmation of development of distance universities that highlights the importance of the research path directed to empower the declared capabilities of the e-Learning methodologies.

Currently the state of art of the software systems for e-Learning is represented by environments specifically designed for the management of the learning objects and of the user learning path. This environment is named Learning Management System (LMS).

From the point of view of the educational content management, the LMS offers many functionalities that allow organizing the contents as standardized Learning Objects (LOs), structured inside the learning path and well designed in accordance with the learners’ needs. Moreover, the LMS facilitates the interactions and the collaboration among the users due to specific collaborative environments, both synchronous and asynchronous. From the point of view of the teachers, the LMS offers a set of functionalities to follow the evolution of the learning activities of their students and to evaluate their skills.

The paper deals with a research project adopting
e-Learning methodologies in the field of electronic engineering education. The project resulted in the realization of an innovative distance learning environment including the typical features of commercial LMS and the capability of managing and remotely controlling electronic measurement instrumentation to give, to the students, the possibility of executing experimental activities on actual instrumentation in realistic conditions.

This innovative system, called Remote Didactic Laboratory Distributed over a Wide Area Network (Laboratorio Didattico Remoto – LA.DI.RE. “G. Savastano”), simplifies the most relevant step in the learning process, especially in scientific and technological fields, that is the application of the acquired theoretical knowledge. In fact, practical training on actual instrumentation is essential in order to assure a good knowledge transfer from teacher to students and to train good professionals. However, electric and electronic measurement laboratories, both public and private ones, are not widespread, due mainly to their total cost of ownership, and this makes difficult the life-long learning of specialized technicians, especially in the field of process control, quality control and test engineering.

The LA.DI.RE. “G. Savastano” overcomes such limits by sharing the limited resources of a network of remotely accessible laboratories among several teachers and students located in different countries. It provides the people involved in all kinds of educational activities with the instruments for: (i) following or doing interactive web lessons and labs; (ii) learning by doing on actual instruments; (iii) making common projects; (iv) exchanging comments and experiences; (v) doing examinations; (vi) tracking the student activities and monitoring their degree of knowledge [4].

The user access is granted by means of Internet and can be done at any hour of the day. There aren’t particular software requirements, indeed the download of large software packages is not needed.

From the experiment developer and maintainer point of view, any kind of software controlling electronic instrumentation can be included in the system and can be made remotely accessible without rewriting anything of the original application.

In this paper the authors will thoroughly analyze the LA.DI.RE. “G. Savastano” Virtual Laboratory (VL), from two points of view. First they will discuss the learning environment form the technical and didactical point of view highlighting most of the innovations introduced like the multi-channel evolution. On the other hand they will discuss the international diffusion of the VL and the services and facilities specifically created for the enterprise.

2. E-LEARNING AND ACTUAL LABORATORIES

The VLs proposed in literature to perform didactic activities in the field of electronic engineering are mainly concerned with a common target: to allow the execution of experiments involving actual instrumentation and circuits under test, rather than simulating them, even in virtual reality environments.

The advantages of VLs are: (i) they can share the limited resource of the laboratory among several teachers and students, addressing some problematic issues coming from the management of laboratories for a lot of students, (ii) they are available seven days a week at any time of the day, and (iii) they are very cost-effective.

The proposed hardware infrastructures are similar, they have a modular architecture and contain multiple reconfigurable sub-systems, hardware, software or both.

For example, the laboratory proposed in [4] is versatile, in terms of hardware resources, due to the dynamic reconfiguration capability and the low cost of the hardware components. Moreover, this system enables the users to test their own custom circuit designs.

Concerning the software architecture of the VL a set of recommendations can be found in the literature. The main targets are: flexibility, modularity, generality and hardware independence [5], [6].

The software architectures proposed in [5], [6] have a layered structure that makes them suitable for implementation of versatile measurement systems for didactic aims. The main difference between [5] and [6] is the approach to the control of instrumentation. In [6] the measurement functionality is encapsulated in a hardware-independent layer that communicates with its environment, e.g. physical hardware, through intermediary software components. In [5], the measurement software subsystem is hardware-dependent, while the access and communication subsystems are platform independent, so that any application controlling some kind of instrumentation can be remotely controlled. The first approach is mainly oriented to the easy development of new Virtual Instruments (VIs), the second one address also the reusability of the existing VIs, independently from the language used for developing them.

One of the most relevant problems designing the laboratory subsystem is the remote access to the
experiment. The main design objectives taken into account in order to provide the remote access to the VIs were the following:

(i) **portability**: the visualization environment has to be portable on different hardware and operating systems;
(ii) **usability and accessibility**: the visualization and the management of an experiment have to be easy to understand and to perform, even for users that are not expert of information technologies, and the system features have to be accessed easily by students operating at University laboratories or at home;
(iii) **maintenance**: the maintenance costs should be reduced. This can be made possible through a client-server approach that eliminates the need for installing and upgrading application code and data on client computers;
(iv) **client-side common technologies**: students have to access to the system using their desktop computers based, with no need of powerful processors or high memory capacity, and connecting to Internet through low speed dialup connections;
(v) **security**: the remote access of the students through the Internet must preserve the integrity of recorded and transmitted data and of the system as a whole;
(vi) **scalability**: the system performance has not to be affected when connected users increase.

Most of the proposed VLs cannot be considered an effective platform for delivering distance education. From the technical point of view the distance learning paradigm is based on LMS and Content Learning Management Systems (CLMS) which are based on the client-server application model to deliver both administrative services and didactical synchronous and asynchronous facilities for the learning process.

The administrative services allow to manage learners and to allocate learning resources such as registration, classroom, instructor availability, instructional material, fulfillment and on line delivery.

The CLMS usually includes an LMS and adds an authoring system providing an infrastructure that can be used to rapidly create, modify, and manage content for a wide range of learning. The CLMS can retrieve detailed data on learner scores, question choices, navigation habits and use them to give to the content managers crucial information on the effectiveness of the content when combined with specific instructional strategies, delivery technologies, and learner preferences.

The synchronous services allow learners to perform real time interactions among themselves or among learners and their teacher, to visualize the speaker and to share the speaker’s desktop during a lecture. The asynchronous services, on the other hand, are represented by forum or classroom email. They don’t include real time interactions with the teachers.

The **L.A.D.I.RE. “G. Savastano”** VL [4] is an innovative distance education system, including the VL for the experimental activities, oriented to teaching of electric and electronic measurement subjects.

The fusion of the innovative VL and the commercial LMS, provides a set of didactical and administrative tools. Most of the LMS allows tracking the user’s progress and performance across all types of training activities. Moreover, the use of the standard LMS ensures the interoperability and portability of the LOs.

The next innovative aspect of the proposed environment is the distributed architecture that involves different physical laboratories which are geographically distributed at national and international level [7].

This distance learning environment, moreover, allows to empower the feeling of working on real instruments and in real conditions using some technological solutions based on ip-camera to visualize in real time the evolution of the experiments [8], [9].

**L.A.D.I.RE. “G. Savastano”** is the first proposal that avoids specific client-side applications and uses the thin-client approach to transfer the processing of the software to the server [10].

### 3. EDUCATION ON INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT

The **L.A.D.I.RE. “G. Savastano”** is able to provide the students of electric and electronic measurement courses with the access to remote measurement laboratories to deliver different didactic activities related to measurement experiments.

The main infrastructure is composed by the laboratories at the University of Sannio and at the University of Reggio Calabria “Mediterranea” under the patronage of the National Research Association on Electric and Electronic Measurement (GME) and the collaboration of about twenty Italian Universities and some specialized instrumentation, e-learning and publishing companies such as National Instruments, Tektronix, Agilent Technologies, Yokogawa, Keithley, Rockwell Automation, Didagroup and Augusta publishing.

The core of the system is the LMS that is under the control of the administrator, and it interacts with a run-time environment which is addressed by learners, who in turn may be coached by a trainer.
These three kinds of participant to the e-learning process can be logically and physically distributed, i.e., installed on distinct machines in different sites, and provided by different vendors or content suppliers. In order to make such a distribution feasible, standards such as the Learning Object Metadata (LOM) [11] specifications, the Aviation Industry Computer-Based Training Committee (AICC) [12] and the Instructional Management Systems (IMS) guidelines [13], the Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) [14], try to ensure: (i) plug-and-play compatibility, (ii) interoperability, (iii) accessibility, and (iv) reusability of Web-based learning content.

According to almost all the international guidelines, the educational contents are handled, stored, and exchanged in LOs. Basically, LOs are units of study, exercise, or practice that can be followed in a single session. They represent reusable modules that can be authored independently of the delivery medium and can be accessed dynamically, e.g. via the Web [15]. Ideally, LOs can be exchanged between different LMSs and plugged together to build classes that are intended to serve a particular purpose or goal.

LOs can be stored in a relational or an object-relational database and are typically broken down into a collection of attributes, some of which are mandatory, and some of which are optional. In a similar way, other information relevant to a learning system (e.g., learner personal data, learner profiles, course maps, LO sequencing or presentation information, general user data, etc.) can be mapped to common database structures. These activities can be modelled as processes or workflows and can be attributed to and associated with the various components of a learning platform.

For this reason the idea is to use the potentiality of remote teaching [16] and, in particular, the use of the Internet as a channel to reach the students or workers at their homes was soon recognized [17]-[19]. As the off-the-shelf LMSs are usually closed, proprietary software systems, often not customizable at all, the research carried out by scientists to provide teaching of electric and electronic measurement including experiments didn’t take in account the possibility of integrating remote laboratories and LMSs.

The LA.DI.RE. “G. Savastano” system instead integrates an off-the-shelf LMS and a geographically distributed laboratory. The next sections describe the main services provided focusing on the distributed laboratory accessed through the LMS. In particular it will be described the distributed system, its architecture and innovative functions as well as its integration with the LMS (Fig.1).

![Fig. 1 - Hardware components of the proposed architecture.](image-url)
4. REMOTE CONTROL OF ACTUAL INSTRUMENTATION

In order to allow the student to access the remote and geographically distributed didactic laboratory, the Web-based multi-tier distributed architecture centered on the LMS is adopted. This can be considered as the core component of the overall system [20].

The paradigm that consents the user to access to the system without specific software on client side is the thin-client. It is a distributed paradigm in which the network separates the presentation of the user interface from the application logic. It is a client-server architecture in which the application execution and data management is performed on the server, called Terminal Server. This technology has been chosen after a comparison with other technologies taking in account some specific reference parameters as: (i) the reusability of the existing VIs, (ii) the rapid development of new VIs, (iii) the Plug-in dimension, (iv) the portability, (v) the remote visualization, (vi) the remote control and (vii) the remote design. The comparison, given in Tab.1, shows that the thin-client technology assures the best performances concerning the considered reference parameters. By using thin client technologies students are also able to use limited hardware devices, the so called thin-client devices equipped only with a processor and a flash memory (no hard disk or other storage units) such as Personal Data Assistant (PDAs), handheld devices, mobile phones. This solution extends the class of possible learners to mobile users, owning a smart phone, a PDA or a notebook with a modem or a wireless LAN adapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Technology comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lab. Rem. Panels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reusability of existing Virtual instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid development of new VIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plug-in dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Visualization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 - Software layers of the components of the laboratory architecture.
The thin-client paradigm has been adopted by designing a multi-tier architecture, shown in Fig.2, composed of the following three tiers:

i. the presentation-tier: it manages the experiment visualization on client-side. It is based on standard Web browsers. The only software component needed is the Java 2 Runtime Environment, which is used in order to employ the Java Applet technology for the experiment access and control from the client machine.

ii. the middle-tier: it manages the system logic on the server-side. It includes the following components:
   - LMS, executed on a central server of the overall e-learning environment, called Laboratory Portal. The LMS interfaces to the users through a Web Server, that is hosted on the same machine.
   - Laboratory Server (LS) that is used to interface the laboratory with the rest of the distributed architecture. There are LS for each measurement laboratory of the universities involved in the project. It delivers the access and the control to the measurement equipment through a service, called Bridge Service. Moreover, the LS is the only machine in a laboratory directly accessible from the Internet, while the other servers are connected in a private local network. For this reason the LS can also be used for security purposes in order to monitor the accesses to the measurement laboratory and to protect it against malicious accesses.
   - Measurement Server (MS) that is a PC enabling the interaction with one or more instruments. The MS is physically connected to a set of programmable instruments through an interface card.

The used VIs, that are the software modules to control the real instrumentation developed in LabVIEW environment, are stored in a database of the MS, where the LabVIEW environment is installed. No adjustment is necessary to include the VI in the virtual learning environment. Therefore the wide number of existing VIs can be reused without requiring additive work.

iii. the storage-tier: it performs the data management related for example to the user profiles and the distributed management of the data related to the available experiments at the different measurement laboratories. It is based on a series of geographically distributed databases, managed by using the Relational Database Management System.

The Web and Java technologies have been adopted to implement the described architecture, in order to allow a student, using exclusively a common Web browser with a Java Virtual Machine, the remote visualization and control of an experiment, ensuring a high system portability and usability. The student obtains on his/her computer the displaying of the application executed on the MS and used to control the instrumentation for the requested experiment.

5. INNOVATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF LA.DI.RE. "G. SAVASTANO"

The remote laboratory is distributed on geographical scale since the laboratory resources (multimedia contents and real instrumentation) are located physically in laboratories belonging to different universities. At the moment four laboratories are involved. Two of them have been realized and operate, at the University of Sannio in Benevento, and at the “Mediterranea” University of Reggio Calabria in Italy. Two more laboratories are going to be realized at the University of Zagreb (Croatia) and at the Technical University of Kosice (Slovak Republic). The access requests to the measurement instruments are handled by a distributed scheduling system that verifies the catalogue of available measurement instrumentation, and re-directs the user request to the measurement laboratory, chosen among the partner laboratories, in which the required instrument is currently available.

The scheduling is based on a distributed database that contains the set of all the resources belonging to each physical laboratory and their mapping scheme in the system. The scheduling flow chart is reported in Fig.3. After the access request of the client the LMS verifies the availability of the desired experiment through specific queries to the LSs that manage such kind of resources. The scheduler selects the LS where the resources chosen are available, assigns the resources to the client and sets their status as busy. Then the LMS sends to LS the necessary information to set up a direct link with the requesting client. The LS starts the connection and routes the data stream concerning the experiment between the client and MS. After 1 hour the connection will be closed, the client will be informed about this with a message and the next user waiting for the experiment will be informed that he/she can access it. Of course, the time out can be modified depending on the specific experiment. If the access request cannot be satisfied as all the resources are busy the LMS informs the client of this temporary situation.

The developed architecture has to assure a very high security. For this reason the only external interface to Internet is Linux-based firewall that manages the data transmitted between two Ethernet ports, one is connected to the external network and the other one is connected to the LAN. The firewall applies a Network Address Translation (NAT) in order to mask the IP addresses of the servers that should access Internet. Concerning the VL realized at the University of Sannio, the LMS and the LS are in the same LAN. Therefore
the LMS and LS only are accessible via Internet. Every
communication with the MSs is possible through the LS
thanks to the previously introduced bridge service.

The LA.DI.RE. “G. Savastano” system presents
some classical services that allow to the user to browse
in the e-Learning environment developed to access to
the didactic contents. Every user has a specific home
page with the courses assigned and other functionalities
as university personal booklet, personal profile, historical booklet and so on. In each course is possible
to use some specific community activity as the forum,
the chat, the mail, the “bacheca” functionality.

The complete access procedure to LA.DI.RE.
“G.Savastano” system is composed by some specific
phases:
1. connection to the link
www.misureremote.unisannio.it (Fig.4);
2. authentication phase;
3. choice of the course;
4. choice of the didactic content;
5. setting of some parameters concerning the
operative system version and the video
resolution;
6. execution of the experimental content and the
visualization of the front panels of the
instrumentation involved in the selected
experiment, thanks to specific video capturing
devices (Fig.5).

A very important service is the real-time
visualization of the front panels of the instrumentation
during the execution of the experiment. The LA.DI.RE.
“G. Savastano” includes a system dedicated to
management of video devices to allow to the student to
observe the effects of his actions on the instrumentation
involved in the experiment. A method to manage the
video streaming data coming from different codecs has
been proposed in [21]. Within that work it has been
proposed to acquire a video from each instrument of the
measurement laboratory by means of a video
acquisition device connected to the MS. A video bridge
component is responsible for sending the
instrumentation video received from the MSs to the
requiring user. The proposed approach relies on the
Real Time Protocol (RTP) instead of the RDP used for
remote access to the VIs. In fact, RDP is neither
effective nor flexible for the video transmission since it
doesn’t permit to modify parameters such as codec,
video formats, frame rate and involves a very high
bandwidth occupation.
The software architecture is formed by a server and a client components developed in Java that enable the delivering of the instrument videos. For acquiring the videos an Axis 207 IP camera with an integrated MPEG-4 encoder has been used [21].

The LS starts a direct communication with the client delivering both the instrumentation access through the VI front panel and the video stream transmission coming from the IP camera associated to the chosen experiment. In this case the video stream has an independent part from the MS. No application runs on the MS. Before starting the experiment, the student can choose among different displaying options such as no visualization, photo displaying with different resolutions, visualization of one frame per second with different resolutions, visualization of 10 frames per second with different resolutions and visualization of 25 frames per second with different resolutions. Only the options compatible with the available bandwidth estimated by the system will be enabled on screen, as described in [21].

This specific service consents to provide other innovative services like the remote demo, that is very important for the producers of measurement instruments (Fig. 6). In this way the purchasers can test the characteristics of the new instrument connecting to LA.DI.RE. “G. Savastano” and so observe the front panels of the specific instrument by remote thanks to the real-time visualization service.

Three different user profiles are managed by the system: student, teacher and administrator.

The student can access to the system after the authentication phase and access to courses presented in his home page. In particular the services delivered by the remote measurement laboratory module to the student are mainly the following:

(i) **Synchronous virtual laboratory**, this service allows the student to follow on-line a laboratory activity hold by the teacher. The student can see on his/her display the desktop of the server used by the teacher to control the measurement instruments involved in the experiment. The experiment is carried out by operating on the front panel of the LabVIEW VI controlling all the involved instrumentation. Of course, the students should be logged in the system during the scheduled lab session. The data stream from the physical laboratory to the students can be sent in multicast mode. No automated scheduling policy is foreseen for such kind of activity.

(ii) **Experiment visualization**, this service allows the student to observe the automatic execution of the experiment to take practice with the experiment procedure (Fig. 7). This kind of service can be delivered to the students at each time of the day and all the times they need it without supervision. Therefore it is an asynchronous service.

(iii) **Experiment Control**, this service allows the student to perform an experiment controlling remotely one or more instruments and observing them by means of a camera. The student can choose a specific experiment in a set of predefined ones and he can run it only if the required measurement instruments are currently available (Fig. 8).

(iv) **Experiment Creation**, this service allows the student to create remotely an experiment interacting directly with specialized software executed on the servers used to control the measurement instruments. This feature enables the adoption of PBL as didactic model. Under the supervision of the teacher, the students can develop a specific project producing, in an individual or collaborative manner, a VI to control a set of real instruments (Fig. 9).
The services (ii), (iii) and (iv) require a unicast data transmission for each experiment and lock a laboratory resource for the time required by the students to carry out all the experimental activities. Therefore the scheduling policy is necessary to grant transparently the access to a specified resource.

The services delivered to a teacher are related to the remote handling of the available experiments: remote creation, updating and removal of experiments. Currently the experiments are created as VIs realized by the teacher or the tutor. The set up of an experiment is the same as it would carry out locally. The instruments should be connected to the circuit or device under test and the VI has to be only copied in a specific directory in the MS. Also if the hardware set up has to be carried out in the laboratory, the VI can be produced in the teacher working place and then transferred to the MS by means of the above quoted services.

Finally the administrator is responsible of the correct working of the overall distributed system and of handling the user profiles. He manages the communication with the teacher to solve the possible problems concerning the platform and can change the profile characteristics, assigning different functionalities to the user.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

The paper presented a distance learning system for teaching in electric and electronic measurement and instrumentation. The core of the system is the standard Learning Management System (LMS) that provides didactic contents, enabling (i) the account management; (ii) the security protection; (iii) the collaborative learning; (iv) the student activity tracking, and (v) the feedback collection.

The experiments are managed by the students from their homes requiring a web browser only. The system adds to the classical services of a commercial LMS other innovative services dedicated to laboratory activities concerning the remote control of real instrumentation and the real-time visualization of instruments front panels during the execution of the experiment chosen by the user.

The ongoing activity regards the extension of the system access to mobile users and to make a test on the effectiveness of the didactics.

Another important future work will be the migration of the same architecture on broadcast system by the Digital Terrestrial Television that will assure the extension of the learning services to a more wide set of citizens.
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